Introducing the new HP-12C

HEWLETT PACKARD

139.99

Puts more financial solutions in your pocket.
The HP-12C Financial Programmable — so many business solutions in one slim-lined (5" x 3½" x ½") calculator with a capability designed to give you shirt-pocket portability plus years of dependable performance. Solve time and money problems, investment comparisons, bond calculations and depreciation — plus more. Hewlett Packard has listened to your needs . . . understood . . . and delivered.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

TI 59 179.99
Mfg. Rebate 20.00
Your Cost 159.99

A revolutionary new advance in personal programmable calculators with computer-like capabilities perfect for professionals in business, science or engineering. Complete program editing and up to 960 program steps.

S O N Y

AM/FM Dream Machine 49.99
An elegant slim-lined digital clock AM/FM radio with sleep timer and Dream Bar for sleeping and waking on your schedule.

Compact Dream Machine 39.99
A handsome cube shaped AM/FM radio and digital clock with easy-to-read fluorescent-glow numerals. Convenient and stylish.
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